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ABSTRACT
The SR50 snow depth sensor is used worldwide in automatic snow depth measurements (CIMO Survey for
Solid Precipitation, 2009). The history of its development is a good example of the conference theme, “Bridging the
gap between Research and Operations” (KEYWORDS: instrument development, research, applications, snow
depth, snowfall data).
INTRODUCTION AND HISTORY
The Swiss researcher Dr. Hans Gübler was the first to develop a sensor that could acoustically measure a
distance, with the specific application of measuring snow depth (Gübler, H.,1981). Of note is that the publication
contains the circuitry and electronics used, unusual, given today’s greater emphasis of patents or copy rights. This
sensor is now used operationally in other applications, such as water level or ground or slope movement
Gübler’s idea was taken up by the Hydrology Research Group within Canada’s then Atmospheric
Environment Services (AES), part of Environment Canada. (Goodison. B. et al., 1984). Given that Environment
Canada is celebrating the 150th anniversary of weather services, it should be noted that the sensor came out of the
Research Hydrology group and not the Instrumentation Branch, where sensor and equipment development were
normally done within AES. The initial research by the Hydrology group, led by Dr. Barry Goodison was extremely
useful in early determinations of accuracy and stability of measurement. The story of the SR50 is worthy of mention
within this anniversary celebration. A recent WMO report (Nitu and Wong, 2010) shows that over 60% of countries
who measure now depth automatically use this sensor. To date over 10,000 units have been sold, a success story
during this anniversary year.
RESEARCH AND EVOLUTION OF SENSOR
Campbell Scientific Canada (CSC) was awarded the manufacturing license in 1984. CSC from its start was
pursuing field research in the North with other partners and sites and so more field experiences were available. With
Goodison’s group, we participated in a few projects where initial hands-on work with the sensor were critical in the
first designs. From the onset, we were fortunate to participate in research at Agassiz Ice Cap, Ellesmere Island. This
initially was an Industrial-Government partnership with the Glaciology Group of Natural Resources Canada
(Koerner, 1996). The collaboration started in 1988 and continues today with Dr. David Burgess. This partnership
now has one of the longest climate records for a circumpolar ice cap produced by an automatic weather station.
The initial main evolution of the sensor guided by use in the field were simply practical. Hands-on work
installing some of the early prototypes led to the evolution from an overly complicated field install, to a minimal
sensor package we have today. Improvements in the manufacturing processes, circuitry and electronics led to the
minimal sensor package, as shown in Figure 1, shows the evolution of the sensor, making it light weight and
minimizing its snow shadow.
Snow depth is a very dynamic parameter which can result at times in a very noisy signal or no signal at all.
(Figure 2). Further research produced noise filtering and perhaps more critical, a quality determination of the
measurement. The ability of the Operator to have better confidence in the data helped gain acceptance of the sensor
and the snow depth data produced.
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A recent publication by Ross Brown is a good and timely review and update of snow measurements within
Environment Canada (EC): “As a snow depth measurement, the SR50 and its variations has proven to be a reliable
and robust sensor” (Brown et al., 2021). They also remind us of the various problems and issues associated with

Figure 1. Barry Goodison paper and evolution of SR50 sensor.

snow depth measurements: wind scouring, variation in snow distribution, compaction, freeze/thaw cycles, various
densities of snow, etc. A recent refinement in the EC auto-station network is the use of three snow depth sensors per
station which helps with the problem of uneven distribution of snow. Another key update in EC snow measurements
is the continuing research and refinement of a reliable algorithm to produce snowfall data based on the snow depth
measurements.
RESEARCH TO OPERATIONS
With snow depth data measurements stable and better understood, this presentation focuses on snowfall as
another snow parameter of potential interest to many in Operations. Two simple questions emerge then: Who uses
snowfall data; and as important, where are the data from and how are they produced?
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Figure 2. Agassiz Summit Daily Snow depth 1988 -2021
The simplest use of snowfall data in Operations is to be the trigger mechanism to initiate snow removal.
This is most common as a criterion in a snow removal contract, more common in cities for home owners and
businesses. An informal cross-Canada survey in major urban centers was done, and this was mostly with the
companies who dealt more with home owners and businesses. When snowfall was one or perhaps the only criteria in
the snow removal contract, the snowfall amount varied between 2 to 5 cm within 24 hours. However, some of the
contractors stated they stopped using snowfall and would start snow removal as soon as the snow started. Initially
they would use Environment Canada’s snow depth data and calculate their own snowfall. In many cases, the snow
depth is measured at an airport and not necessarily representative of the Operations work area. This also was varied
from using either forecasted snowfall amounts, to EC snow depth data (from which user would have to calculate
snowfall). One company would give their clients a snow stake that the client could read and report to the Operator.
Other operators would have their own snow board or snow ruler.
From the simpler snow removals, the more critical snow removal operations for are for major roadways,
city streets, and airports where snow removal and clearing are a key element in keeping transportation systems
functional. Road Weather Information Systems (RWIS) or equivalent, are the source of weather data for Transport
Operations. However, in a recent session on weather data and Operations, snowfall data are only a small part in
Operations’ decision making (Rousseau et al., 2021). RWIS networks and organizations have produced many good
specifications and guidelines and stand out as important producers of weather data for Operations (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Various RWIS guidelines and protocols

In Canada, RWIS systems are a provincial matter and there is no national standard. Most of the provincial
RWIS systems do not produce snowfall as a data output. In some provinces, snow removal is contracted out where
others have their own snow removal group within the Highways Ministry or Department. RWIS systems have quite
stringent guidelines and the Highways groups rely on more than just snowfall for their operations. In some cases,
operators would send out their snow removal crew prior to the storm starting, assuming the forecast is accurate. The
reality is that real-time snowfall information can be too late to be useful for Operations.
Ski resorts are probably the greatest producer and user of snowfall data since skiers are most interested in
how much “fresh snow” that is available. Their standard is mostly a snow board read manually and cleared at
various intervals. Some ski areas have automated the snowboards and are recorded on film. Ski resorts probably
produce the best snowfall data and their presentation of the data can be easily viewed by the public (Figure 4).
Apart for the ski resorts, very few groups produce snowfall data. In Canada, some Environment Canada
stations still measure snowfall, as do the Federal Agriculture Research Stations, usually twice per day, but there is a
delay in the data being available and it is not of use for immediate Operations decisions.
Over time there have been attempts at creating an algorithm which would produce a snowfall measurement,
based on snow depth measurements. Of course, the simplest calculation of snowfall in a given time period.
(Snowdepth at Time 2 – Snowdepth at Time 1 = Snowfall for time period). However, with the aforementioned
challenges of the snow depth measurement, this simple method would not be consistently accurate.
In searching Western and Eastern Snow Conference Proceedings, there were very few presentations on an
algorithm. Ryan and Doesken (2007) were initially developing one then but no further development has been
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documented since then. Environment Canada is working on developing a snowfall algorithm but this is still in
progress (Brown et al. 2021). However, no definitive algorithm is available at the present.

Figure 4. Ski area snowfall measurements and data presentation
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
Few agencies or groups currently produce snowfall data except ski areas, and the ski areas produce reliable
snowfall data and more, and they have good data displays for the general public. Otherwise, snowfall data is not
easily obtained or, if available from a site, cannot be used because of the variability of snow distribution or the delay
in the data being available to Operations. The excellent snow date resource of the European Snow Booklet
(Haberkorn, 2019) gives detailed information of snow measurements for all the member countries. Again, variations
from country to country but for snowfall, most use snowboards with still few automatically derived snowfall
measurements. Some northern countries or alpine countries have a dense and sophisticated network of auto-stations
giving them many if not all possible snow parameters, such as depth of course, snow water equivalency, and snow
grain distribution being the main ones. Furthermore, most European countries have very dense manual snowfall
measurements networks.
Problems that remain with ultra-sonic measurements of snow, are the single point measurement, the
dynamic nature of the snow pack and effect of snow densities on the acoustic signal. It is understandable that
Operator’s do not want the snowfall data from a single station since it may not represent the conditions in their area
of operations. If useful algorithms can produce reliable snow fall data, then that data would gain more acceptance as
a reliable measurement if needed.
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